Astra Tech Familiarisation Course for restorative clinicians and dental technicians – gain five hours CPD
This course aims to increase the knowledge of restorative equipment available with the Astra Tech System and for those new to the system or wishing to update their knowledge of the latest innovations. Designed for clinicians and technicians who want to provide patients with implant based restorative dentistry, this course provides an excellent foundation to develop skills to grow in your practice. In order to enhance the course experience, we recommend that a clinician and dental technician attend together. Available dates: 6 July, London; 18th September, Glasgow; 4 November, Bristol.

The course will include the selection and design of abutments and restorative treatment options with a focus on AtlantaTM Abutment, cement, screw and positioning, Cerec® System and AstraTech® Virtual Abutment Design (VAD) software and AstraTech® 3D Editor using hands-on exercises and demonstrations.

Call 0411 450 3586 or email: dental.education@astratech.com
Visit www.astra-tech.com/uk/education

First Class Laser in the UK
First Class Laser has started work in the UK with their first UK Clinic unit at the prestigious Linus Clinic in Golders Green, North London. Dr Michael Halkyard, who has been involved with lasers for a number of years, said of the Clinics unit: ‘Its been great – its amazing what it can do!’
The 30W peak power Laser can handle the decontamination of endodontic root canals, decontamination of periodontal pockets, laser power bleeding, low level laser therapy, ablation of cold spots and TMJ pain in addition to all of the general soft tissue management applications. The unit is supplied with a range of different fibres, which can be autoclaved up to 14times, between patients so complying with the HTM1050 regulations.

The Lasers offer a peak power of 30W (although a 50W is available) but with an amazing 25,000 pulses per second, giving an exceptionally clean cut while yours is being repaired, to enable day-to-day procedures to continue without interruption.
dbg's handpiece repair service is free, with cost only incurred where replacement parts are needed. A limited number of handpieces are also available on loan while yours is being repaired, to enable day-to-day procedures to continue for more information on the elexxion range with an amazing 20,000 pulses per second, giving an exceptionally clean cut with an amazing 20,000 pulses per second, giving an exceptionally clean cut, contact your local dental dealer or DMG Dental Products (UK) Ltd on 01656 789401, or contact your local dental dealer or DMG Dental Products (UK) Ltd on 01656 789401, or visit the Digital Dental website.

Digital Dental - two year risk free trial offer
Digital Dental, the UK’s leading independent digital imaging company, offers the chance to experience digital imaging units from Vatech, the world leader in medical radiography & CT manufacturer for just two years.

Now they are offering a two year risk free trial offer for clients purchasing their Flex 3 panoramic system. The Flex 3 offers the highest quality 3 panoramic images and its plug and play design enables a simple upgrade to the Flex 3D. The new Flex3D now has a choice of three fields – 5cm x 5cm for single site implants, complex ends, surgical applications, 8cm x 5cm for a simple single arch scan and 8cm x 8cm for a scan of both arches. The Flex3D software facilitates procedural accuracy in a way to use in planning complex cases, while offering various surgical guidance software including: Simplant and Nobel Guides. Equipped with a new high definition imaging core, the Flex 3D is the world’s leading digital imaging system with an amazing 20,000 pulses per second, giving an exceptionally clean cut.

For further information call Digital Dental on 0800 527 8193, email: sales@digitaldental.co.uk or visit: www.digitaldental.co.uk

The Dental Directory features strongly at the BDA Conference & Exhibition 2012
The year’s annual British Dental Conference and Exhibition, held 26–28 April 2012 at the ICC in Manchester, featured an extensive conference programme alongside an exhibition featuring some of the biggest and most influential names in dentistry.

Among the most prominent and popular stands this year was The Dental Directory, which exhibited just part of its enormous range of equipment, materials and sundries.

The Dental Directory is the UK’s largest full service dental dealer. The Directory’s latest online catalogue features over 25,000 different professional dental products ranging from intraoral cameras and curing lights to air compressors and aerosol cleaners.

For more information, contact The Dental Directory on 0800 585 586, or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk.
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New alginate mixer from Qudent
Qudent have introduced a new alginate mixer to their product range. The Pulsar DB11 alginate mixer features tamper stream-lined, compact style design with a single touch casing making it lighter and more resistant to breakage. The powerful motor is capable of reaching a maximum of 5,000rpm and creates a smooth bubble free mix in under 15 seconds.

The DB11’s memory settings (8, 10 & 12 seconds) make it easy to use and ensure a good quality mixture.

The Pulsar DB11 comes complete with 4 mixing cups, spatula and magnetic mixing pot.

The unit is competitively priced and is currently on special offer at £202 + VAT (£242.70). If you require any more information on our DB11 units, please contact Qudent on 01903 217377, or visit www.qudent.co.uk today.
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